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Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
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EDITORIAL

The Editor apologises for the print quality in Bulletin 113 (Spring 2015). It is entirely attributable to
the printer attached to his computer, which has since received attention. There was no shortcoming on
the part of the institution that prints the Bulletin for us. (For addenda and corrigenda to some of the
contents see p.4, below, and the article on pp. 13-16.)
COVER PICTURE: The front cover of Ernest Young's 1947 booklet, from a copy in private hands
uniquely signed by its illustrator Frederick Charles Hounsome. On Young and his writings see Bulletin
71 (Autumn 2000). Mr Hounsome, a disabled ex-service man, art metal worker and artistic designer,
made the distinctive churchwardens' staves for the parish church in 1931.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO:

Newsletter 49 (June 1990) printed our letters to the district council

vigorously opposing development of the Playfield and to the county expressing dissatisfaction with the
draft structure plan's proposals for a bypass, which we saw as the most important and urgent single
matter. Our response to the Civic Trust's audit of the environment was summarised, with traffic and
pedestrianisation as our chief concerns. Several visits had been arranged, locally and further afield.
Newsletter 50 (Nov. 1990) reported 'unanimous forceful support' at June's open forum for our stand on
the Playfield and set out the reasons for our dismay at the decision to convert it to a 'temporary' car
park despite 73 letters of objection in addition to ours and the Town Council's and only one person and
one organisation having written in support. Unanimous support for an increase in subscription was a
'perhaps unexpected' feature of the A.G.M. Our campaign for a ban on parking in the upper section of
Hermitage Lane had succeeded. Advertisements made their first appearance in the Newsletter. Bulletin
48 (Spring 1991) listed known dates of assizes in early Tudor East Grinstead. Mrs Doreen Yarwood
contributed an illustrated study of the significance of Hammerwood Park and Ashdown House in their
context in architectural history. She also provided a lengthy review of Wealden Buildings edited by
John Warren without even mentioning the chapter devoted to discussing and interpreting those in this
town!
AS OTHERS SAW US (54): 'The town has its own museum which you will find in East Court. The
purpose of the museum is to promote an understanding and awareness of East Grinstead among townspeople and visitors alike, placing emphasis on the town's historical development, its appearance and the
life of the people there in the past. Good thinking we felt because it is hard to take such a mellow
place, and force it to accept the demands of life today without destroying so much of what was good in
the past.' - Anon., The hidden places of Sussex (1990), p. 99
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (44): 'Early in 1937 when the retiring headmaster of the Senior School,
Edwin Miles, addressed a Rotarian luncheon about local school children he said "Some were of low
mentality ... the area suffered from an unusual amount of inter-marriage ... in some hamlets 80% were
related ... and he had never seen such poor types as in the schools in East Grinstead".' - the late L.A.
Griffith's notes [in the editor's keeping], presumably quoting a newspaper report.
DID THEY LIE IN THE STREETS, WAS THERE BLOOD ON THE TARMAC? You may well
have asked these questions when you read in Bulletin 112 about the proposed obstruction of roads on
the Imberhorne and Haisford Park estates in 1964. To find out, see pp.! 8f., below.
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BULLETIN 113 (Spring 2015): ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
SPERCHEDENE (pp.4-6): Mr Clarke's discovery that in the court rolls of Sheffield Grinsted the

name appears as Sprattenden should have been mentioned. As against his suggested alternative
etymology of Spanden, however, Prof. Richard Coates comments 'I would concur with you that
Spartenden and Spanden are the same place' (personal communication, 11 June).
'EAST GRINSTEAD PARK' (p.12): Mr Clarke has kindly checked Dr Brandon's reference for this
otherwise unknown park* and established that he misinterpreted Nicholas de parco de Grenstede, i.e.
the already well attested Nicholas de Park of Grinstead (pp. 11,13), and misdated the document, which
in fact relates to 1323-24. * The National Archives E378/94 m122d LTR Memo Roil
PARK CORNER (p.11): An earlier instance of this name has been found in the following notice in
the Sussex Weekly Advertiser of 24 May 1773:

Whereas on Saturday Night last, between the hours of Ten and Eleven o'Clock I, John Lucas, went to
the Workhouse of East Grinstead, and continued there until Four o'Clock of Sunday Morning, in a
riotous and disorderly Manner; and abused the Governess, Mary Chateauvert, in a scandalous Manner;
and in order to prevent a Prosecution for such Offence, I do hereby ask Pardon of the said Mary
Chateauvert, and promise never to offend again in like Manner. The Mark ofeJohn Lucas, Of Park
Corner, in East Grinstead.
Nothing has yet been found out about this John Lucas (possibly the farmer, possibly a worker there) or
the background to the story, nor how we came to have a workhouse governess with a French name.
EAST GRINSTEAD PEOPLE IN 1552

M.J. Leppard

The indefatigable Michael Burchall has once again put us in his debt, this time by transcribing
the 1552 lay subsidy for Sussex', the list of those eligible to pay a tax on lands or goods and the amount
each paid. Given the large numbers recorded in the 1524 subsid? (albeit with more inclusive criteria),
I expected another host of valuable information. In fact, however, very few people qualified anywhere,
and it is further disappointment that the Borough and the Hundred of East Grinstead are taken together,
with no indication which names belong in which area. Only eleven are recorded, all but two with some
of the commonest local names at the time (including three John Paynes). Heading the list, and paying
the largest sum, is John Royden, gent., a surname that I cannot find in any local records; presumably he
owned property here but not for long. Unsurprisingly the other non-local name, Harri Thomas, belongs
to an 'alien' (foreigner), but, surprisingly, the other alien is a John Payne. Of the rest, six are recorded
in the Borough by both forename and surname in other sources (but two of those are also found outside
it), one in Brambletye tithing and one in Imberhorne. The contemporary prevalence of namesakes rules
out secure equivalences. As for the parts of the parish that lay in other Hundreds, Robert Tye and
Bartholomew Harman, listed under Danehill Horsted, can confidently be taken as the jurors of those
names in Wardely [west of Gullege] in 1564, of which Tye was also the constable 3 . Under Danehill
Sheffield I do not recognise any relevant names, nor under (ireenhurst: which is not to say there are
none.
Burchall, 'The Sussex lay subsidy 1552' (searchable CD, Parish Register Transcription Society, 2014) 2 Sussex
Record Society, vol.5 6 Survey of the bounds of the Burrough of Wardeley in Estgrensted in the Hundred of Danyell
Horsted (The National Archives DL/42/1 1 f.236v.; P.D. Wood's transcription)
'M.J.
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BY ANY OTHER NAME WOULD SMELL MORE SWEET

M.J. Leppard

'Stink Pit Alley' as a heading in a feature on local street-names in the East Grinstead Courier of
24 June this year startled me, for I was sure I had never heard it. The accompanying text read
This is the unofficial name given to an alleyway which runs between West Street and Ship Street and
alongside the town library and was once known for its foul smells. Before proper sewerage was
introduced, the alley was one of the lowest points near the High Street, and where water - and other
substances - gathered. To this day it has remained nameless, but its nickname is still used by many with
a long memory.

The earliest documentation of the site that I can discover is as a stone quarry in the deeds of the
in
Ship 1697 and, named next after the Ship, in the wills of William Tooth, 1799, and Robert Tooth, 1809,
among the deeds of the Swan.' The tithe map in 1841 shows no features at the site, in the same parcel
as the Ship, which in the accompanying award is listed simply as house and garden. In 1873 the first
edition 25" Ordnance Survey map shows a square building at its western extremity, presumably a
dwelling, but I cannot ascertain to which house it corresponds in either the 1881 census or Pike's 1886
directory. Presumably its access was from its west, for by 1875 'the hollow in the fork formed by the
junction of Ship and West Streets was nothing but a large pond of reeking sewage.' A drain
'commenced at the back of the Swan [4-8 London Road], receiving the sewage from several houses in
that neighbourhood. This was carried to a cesspool built into an old stone pit at the back of Chapel
Lane [West Street] and the overflow passed into a cleft in the rocks and disappeared.' A committee
was formed in that year to tackle the town-wide problem, and in 1879 the sewage farm just over the
border with Lingfield came into service. 2
Coverage of West Street in the 1891 census is followed by an unmistakable entry - descriptive
rather than a name - Back Road, separately listed after Bramble Cottage (two households) and an unnamed dwelling. 'Bramble Cottages' survived on that thoroughfare (always nameless) in all local
directories up to the last in 1962, soon after which they were demolished.
In 1997, with a scheme for developing Queens Walk and the adjoining car park looking likely to
go ahead, our then Chairman, Mrs Laura Sansom, considered the still unmade thoroughfare deserved a
name and proposed Quarry Walk. The clerk of the town council, Mr Rolley, and I pointed out potential
confusion with Quarry Rise. To me 'Walk' suggested somewhere more open and tree-lined; I preferred
'Twitten' (which it certainly is at the Ship Street end), whereas 'Alley' has no local pedigree, and,
remembering Bramble Cottages from the 1950s, suggested Bramble Twitten. By then, however, that
name had already been given to a path on the Worsted Farm estate. Sussex-born Mrs Sansom
concurred with 'Twitten' and amended her alternative, Library Walk, accordingly. The current clerk,
Mrs Julie Holden, has reminded me of the fairly recent name Sadlers Yard for the ramshackle structure
at the lowest point..
The piece in the Courier failed to evoke fresh suggestions or, as I had hoped, memories of
alternative old names. Readers are urged to channel any they have through our Society; building is well
underway alongside and any road made up to serve it will deserve a name - though reviving traditional
usage might, for once, not be a good idea!
1
2

Seen at, respectively, Tamplin's brewery, Brighton, and Watney Mann's headquarters, London, c.1963
W.H. Hills, The history of East Grinstead(1906), pp.239,238

J.M. NEALE AND RAILWAYS

M.J. Leppard

'Here I was interrupted [in writing this letter] by a message that an engine was at the station
and that I might have a ride to Three Bridges if I liked. I went down and we ran over in 12
minutes! Just fancy that! Riding on an engine is unspeakably delightful."
This digression was written with characteristic boyish enthusiasm on 7 July 1855 by a man
already 37 years old, who had grown up during the time that steam-powered locomotives hauling
carriages or wagons on metal tracks had progressed from experimental prototypes to the principal means
of transporting people and goods over land, with their potential far from exhausted. That man was the
Rev. John Mason Neale, Warden of Sackville College since 1846, already a noted scholar in numerous
ecclesiastical fields and currently establishing one of the early religious orders for women in the Church
of England. The line, East Grinstead's first, was to open in two days time (and one of the Sisters would
set out for Shoreham by the first departure on that day). Whoever sent the invitation must have been
someone in authority and aware that Neale's interest in railways was more than utilitarian and a footplate
ride on a test run irresistible.
That interest was already evident in 1844 when Neale published his Songs and ballads for
manufacturers, with footnotes explaining the technical terms in the occupations that formed his subjects.
Dr Lough quotes the first and last two stanzas of 'The engine drivers' with its appropriate tempo:
Water and flame to agreement came,
And a solemn league they swore,
To work such speed and to do such deed
As never was done before:
To be friends to Time, to be foes to space,
To mingle their rival powers,
And at giants' pace, in a giants' race,
To be slaves to us and ours.
The sign is made, the word is said,
And the boiler coughs and hoots,
And taught to go at first right slow,
The long line onwards shoots:
Till with valves that rattle quick, and with
steam that volumes thick,
And with buffers each from other far apart,
While the sleepers quake below, and the
wheels like lightning go,
Through the tunnel and the bridge we dart.

The hour will be past if we pause at last,
So faster, if faster may be;
The clouds that fly through the summer sky
Are not so swift as we:
There's a whir in the trees when we pass like the
breeze,
As if all we had done were too slow,
And for breath we must gasp, and the tender-rails
we clasp,
As a mile in a minute we go.
We may hear the bell of our coming tell
A long long league away;
And the pleasant field to the town must yield,
Ere we end our toil today:
For life and for limb one thought to Him
Of thankfulness we give,
Who guides us aright in our whirlwind flight,
When we could not go wrong and live!'

Naturally, therefore, Neale noticed the workings of the railways on his travels. Writing to his
wife in 1850 from Swansea he reports:
'Cardiff, a town of more than American activity, forced into a high pressure existence by two railways,
and its being the depot of the treasures of the great mineral basin of South Wales ... I left Cardiff at
8.20, and two hours brought me here. A most primitive railway, to be sure, and its being one of the broad
gauge makes it seem the more remarkable. At Bridgend, I asked them to put in a light; it seems such a
request had never been made before, the railway only having been open twelve days; but they were very
civil, and kept the train waiting ten minutes while the lamps were trimmed. '3
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Not all delays were of his making. In February 1865, in one of the worst London fogs, it took an
hour and a half, in a hansom cab led by a linkboy [carrying a light], to get from Kings Cross to the
beginning of London Bridge. Crossing it required two, braver, linkboys and a policeman to get him and
the cab to the station at eight. 'I was afraid the train was gone, and asked in a hurry. "Gone, why we
haven't got the 6.15 (the Croydon one) off yet." So seeing that I could not get further than Three Bridges
that night, I slept at the Terminus Hotel and came down next morning.
' 4

For his one-man study tours on the continent the developing rail network was a tremendous boon.
Letters were written, for example, while on trains of the Great Western Railway of France in 1857 and
the Duchy of Baden Railway and the Trieste Railway in 1860. Hamburg's refusal to admit railways,
however, meant that in 1852 he could not get nearer than Harburg, then travel upstream for half an hour
on a steamer.6 Eight years later, though, on reaching Ratisbon (Regensburg in German) he 'discovered
to my great joy that the railway has been opened some way East within the last week'.
What he could see from the train commanded attention. Thus, unsurprisingly, in France in 1857:
'We have now passed Vierzon, and branched off South. It is curious, travelling at such vast speed
through so large an extent of country, what one learns of the general external character of the churches.
They were all saddle-backs this morning; now they are all pyramids.' 8
His skill in word-painting scenery is also only to be expected, as for example, to his wife, after
leaving Graz for Trieste in 1860:
'I can give you no idea of the extraordinary beauty of this railway. It principally follows the valley of the
Save; and the ridges of Julian and Noric Alps, - on which I now look off from my paper, - covered with
perpetual snow, are too glorious. Then again we dash through a narrow pass: pines and oak and limes
and may, clothing the mountains to the top. I marvel that this is not the ordinary tour of Englishmen.
You may judge by this how the line turns. I began this note by the right side window of the carriage; the
sun shone fiercely in, and drove me to the left: now it shines in on the left and I go back.' 9
Or, contrastingly, from the letter to his wife in 1850 from South Wales quoted earlier:
'The night entrance into Swansea is awfully beautiful. I can imagine no scene on earth more nearly
resembling Hell. I have seen the Birmingham and Newcastle works by night, but they are not to be
compared for ghastly effect to the green flames of copper furnaces. Get Mr. Burt to show you the
Illustrated London News; there you will see the Landore Viaduct, from the top of it this effect is chiefly
gained." 0
Railways found their way into Neale's sermons too, as topical illustrations of moral or spiritual
points. Preaching to the girls in the orphanage run by the Sisters in June 1861 he addressed the harm
done when some of them sent a letter (to whom or about what he does not say) while he was away.
'You did what you did for a kind of joke, to see what would happen. Now let me tell you a story. The
other day, on a railway not very far from here, a boy put down a beam of wood on the line. A very long
train came by. The engine-driver, finding that he could not escape, put on all the force of the engine and
cut the log in pieces: and no one was hurt.
Well, the boy who put the log there, was had up before the magistrates. "Why did he do this? Did he not
know the harm he might do? Did he not know how hundreds of people might have perished through his
carelessness?"

"He never thought of that. He wanted to see what would happen to the wood: how it would fly in pieces:
and therefore he did it." Was that an excuse? No: he was sent to prison for six ar'
In 1859 there is even a fragment of reminiscence (fortunately not uttered to children but to the
old people of the College), which says much about the spirit of the man and the attitudes of the time:
'Not very long ago, wanting to go from one place to another, I was allowed to walk upon the railway, a
railway which, like ours, had only one line. "But you must remember," the clerk said, "that before very
long the express train will pass you, and so you must be on your guard, and ready to step out of the
way.
Several mentions in Neale's Sackville College sermons of work undertaken in constructing the
East Grinstead line must derive from frequent observation, and probably match occasional sight-seeing
by the more able-bodied inmates. On 15 July 1855, the Sunday after the opening, he chose Isaiah 11.4f.
('Every valley shall be exalted ...') for his text and recalled
'Two years ago, up hill and down valley, across swamp and through wood, there was a line of posts
which marked out where the Railway was to be. Here and there the ground was so rough and steep, and
in many places so overgrown with bushes and brambles, that one could scarcely push one's way through
it at all: and now, over those very valleys, and through those very hills, we see the trains gliding forward
so swiftly and so smoothly. ... We have seen how difficult a thing it is to cast down mountains and hills,
- how that cutting through our Down kept the line back: how hundreds of men were at work there for
months; how some drove forward a tunnel, some tumbled pieces of rock from the top into the waggons
that were to carry it off beneath: how some drained out the water: some blew up the hardest rocks with
gunpowder: some built up the sides so that they should not fall in again.' 3
He had already spoken briefly, on 24 June, on such work in progress 'before the way can be
prepared' 14 In later years the local line could furnish recognisable illustrations. In 1858
'You have seen the telegraph office at our railway station: there, every hour and minute in the day a man
is waiting, to be in readiness in case a message should be sent. But what if the little bell, that gives notice
of a message, should ring, - and the man be away from the office, or asleep, or so taken up in talking that
he could not hear the bell?"'
and, in an undated sermon on Galatians 6.2 ('Bear ye one another's burdens')
'You have only to walk out as far as the first bridge on our railway to understand this. There you see
how a number of insignificant little bricks, being together, not only hold up themselves but even bear the
weight and shaking of the great trains that pass over our head.' 6
But for J.M. Neale people were always the most important consideration, and so on 9 November
1863 he writes to his old friend Haskoll
'We are now hard at work on the Tunbridge Wells line of railway. The part just round here will be the
only hard bit. ... As soon as the works were fairly begun, we sent a Sister on the line between twelve and
one to read to the men at dinner. She soon got up the rudiments of a night school, and now we have them
in the Refectory at St. Margaret's, on Sundays for one hour, and on three week-nights for two. We have
twenty on the books, but the night gangs prevent their all coming at once. 17
The first turf had been cut on 18 July at a 'sumptuous luncheon' with c. 300 guests, among them
Samuel Wilberforce the Bishop of Oxford, who looked round, asked at once 'Where is Neale?', and on
leaving the table went straight to the College to call upon the man 'not judged worthy to meet him'.18
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§ Next year brings the 1 50th anniversary of J.M. Neale's death. Given his outstanding achievements, it
deserves to be marked, locally and nationally. Much has been published about him for over a century
already, but the foregoing article is intended as the first of three in successive Bulletins looking at minor
aspects of the man that have so far been scarcely considered in print. They thus form a sequel to a
piece in Bulletin 111 (Spring 2014) on Neale as A master of English prose'.

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
§ As his eyesight fails, Mr Wood has sent us his complete bound set of Bulletins, which are being
gratefully preserved in our archive, replacing our former set of loose ones. There follow the marginal
notes he made in his copies, all equally worthy of preservation.

Bulletin 13 (Autumn 1973), p.9, first paragraph: Admirals bridge, 'now under the reservoir': In the
drought of 1973 it reappeared and several people walked over it.
18 (Jan. 1976), p.11: 43-49 High Street, last paragraph: 'Weather-boarded' corrected to 'weather-tiled'.
22 (Sept. 1977), p.8: against 'shows the bridge': 'No it doesn't.'

58 (Spring 1996), p.6, third paragraph: 'about exactly' corrected to 'almost exactly'; fifth paragraph:
'500' to '510'; sixth paragraph: 'building' to 'holding'; p.21: under Walesbeech: 'Aldermans' to
'Aldermoors'. [Having retained Mr Wood's original manuscript of the article, I confirm that in every
case these errors are carelessness on my part in typing it up for printing. Ed.]
100 (Summer 2010), p.8: 'soils' [in answer to the question posed in the second paragraph]
between
In addition he inserted the following note by his father Mr R.H. Wood, dated 26 August 1976,
pp.10 and 11 of his [R.H.W.'s] article on 12 Middle Row:

17 (Aug. 1975): Removal of a first-floor ceiling explains the "tie-beam". Above that point the purlins
cracked and gave way and were supported by a rough, slight "collar". This in turn is supported by two
very slight "queen posts" which rest upon the "tie-beam". The latter was manifestly introduced ad hoc in
second hand material to carry the bodged-up work above. Roof timbers show deterioration in
maintenance progressively towards the west end from about half way.
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THE SISTERS IN CHURCH LANE

M.J. Leppard

Plans for redeveloping the premises in Church Lane vacated by Messrs Pearless de Rougemont
prompted investigation of their use by the Sisterhood of St Margaret and revealed several errors in what
I had published on that subject, notably in our Bulletin 9 (May 1972), 100 Buildings of East Grinstead
(2006) and a series of short pieces, 'The Sisters' story', in the East Grinstead Courier in 2006.
Research in primary evidence has enabled me to make overdue amends with the following account.
'We have long seen', their founder J.M. Neale wrote to his friend Benjamin Webb on 28 April 1856,
'that the two cottages at Rotherfield would not do much longer. Now we have taken a house here close to the College - between it and the Church. A red-brick building of 1753, ugly enough but not
offensive. It will hold twelve sisters well [and] is taken from Mid-summer [24 June]. ... The Oratory
will be made out of a little building, gabled east and west, that was used to hold a pony-chaise. G.
Bodley, who is really doing very well, is the architect. It is at present detached; but will be joined to the
house by a short passage.' 1
The building, whose date-stone at the rear actually reads 1763, is our 8 Church Lane. The 'little
building' survives, still detached, beside the house against the wall of the College's kitchen garden. G.
Bodley is George F. Bodley, one of the leading exponents of the ecciesiological principles that Neale
promulgated. There is no evidence that he carried out any work on it, and if the passage was built, it
has not survived. J.M. Neale always tended to speak of his aspirations as if already established facts.
'Finished' in the next paragraph must mean 'fitted up and in use'.
On 24 July Neale reported to Webb: 'On Monday they begin a middle school here; we have turned a
detached washhouse into the schoolroom' 2 and on 19 September 'the new Oratory has been finished for
some time.' 3
The 'middle school', here meaning 'for the middle classes', is the embryonic St Agnes' girls'
school later relocated to Moat Road and, alter amalgamations, closed in 1976 and now commemorated
by St Agnes Road. Neale's daughters Agnes (born 1844) and Mary (1848) were among its first pupils. 4
The washhouse must be the dilapidated and overgrown corrugated-iron structure behind the adjacent
cottages. It probably accommodated the schools in Church Lane run later in the century by Mrs Foster
and Miss Payne and in the early-twentieth by John Eddy Lark. Before the Second World War it was-Mr
Gray's laundry and after it a family home, reached by a passage between two of the cottages. Pearless
de Rougemont used it for storing papers.
The riot at the funeral of Sister Amy in Lewes in November 1857 and biased accounts rekindled
overt hostility to Neale and the Sisterhood. Writing in 1895 with access to the community diary,
Neale's journal and letters, and other papers as well as living memory, Sister Miriam, S.S.M., wrote:
'Their landlord, a Dissenter, gave the Sisters notice to quit at the ensuing Midsummer, as his
conscientious scruples forbade his longer retaining them. ... Nothing at all seemed possible for some
time. ... One day, however, the Mother was visiting a sick man in the neighbourhood. A woman who
was present was so much struck by the prayers she used ... that she went back to her master, a currier,
whose housekeeper she was, and pressed him to let one of his vacant houses to "these ladies".
Providentially he consented, and at Midsummer, 1858, the Sisters took up their abode in one house
connected with another, (thenceforth occupied as the Orphanage,) by a long shed, previously used for
drying skins, but now turned into a very pretty Oratory, whose doors opened both into the Sisters' house
and the Orphanage, with both of which also a cloister beneath communicated. It was quite the most
convenient situation the Sisters could have had, being close to the College, and adjoining two other
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houses, which eventually they acquired as their numbers increased; and these were their headquarters
until their new buildings were ready in 1870.'
Further detail is supplied in the manuscript memoranda of William Wren, senior brother and
porter at the College under 23 June 1858:
'the sisters of mercy began to move their goods to Mr Felton house in the town' 6
I have not ascertained the principled landlord's name, but his successor can be identified:
George Felton, currier, appears in Kelly's directories for 1852 and 55 and Melville's for 1858. In the
1851 census he is an unmarried London-born 31-year old employer of one man at our 77 High Street.
With him are his housekeeper Susannah Staplehurst aged 28 and her 26-year old sister Eliza, his house
servant. We cannot conclude the helpful housekeeper's identity, however; there are no Feltons in the
parish in the 1861 census. It is tantalising that in a private post-script pinned to a letter to the deputy
diocesan registrar J.B. Freeland from the local solicitor Arthur Hastie dated 4 November 1847 is the
warning 'Be cautious in communicating with our Churchwardens - One by the name of Felton is a great
ally of Mr Nevill' s'. The context is the first complaints about Neale: Nevill is the vicar, a controversial
fellow 'ritualist', while Hastie was a determined opponent of both. The lack of a forename means we
cannot tell if the Felton is George; if he is, then he seems unusually young to be a churchwarden. Even
if not, continuing family sympathy with Neale's views can be inferred. My inference that the premises
had been constructed by or for Mr Felton cannot be substantiated.
In August 1858 18-year old Miss Katherine Anne Egerton (later Sister Kate, S.S.M.) made her
first visit to St Margaret's, which she described thus:
'A funny little house it was, standing endwise to the road, approached by a flight of brick steps shut in
by a door from the causeway outside. Inside, a tiny hall, screened from the staircase by a red baize
curtain; in the left the door opened into the Mother's room, which looked across the road onto the
Churchyard. An ecclesiastical-looking room, with texts and plainly-framed prints on the coloured walls,
for it was before the days of the plenitude of photography. The furniture was all of plain deal, stained
dark brown, and cocoa-nut matting on the floor. ... I was escorted to my room. This was one of four
cubicles, in what had, I believe, been an upper workshop annexed on to the house, and of which a lower
workshop served as an Oratory. I was perfectly fascinated with the little dormitory, with its buffcoloured plaster walls and partitions of dark-stained wood, its little iron bedstead, wooden table with
washing apparatus, and rough red earthenware pan for ablutions, and heavy stool with four knotted
wooden legs.
'The Refectory, a sort of semi-underground shed, took my fancy muchly. It was as plain as could be,
with brick walls and floor and trestle tables. Joining on to St Margaret's was the Orphanage. ... The
Oratory, which connected St Margaret's and the Orphanage, was a sweet little place, originally built, I
believe, for a workshop. Long and narrow, with dark wooden desks for the Sisters on each side, and a
sort of parc, shut off with wooden rails, for the orphans.' 7
This makes it clear that the Sisters' dwelling was 1 Church Lane (currently a hairdresser's) and
the orphanage 77 High Street. The connecting structures survive at the back of the yard off Church
Lane. In 1859 Neale wrote 'Our numbers at S. Margaret's have so increased that at Michaelmas [29
September] we enter upon five houses'. His biographer Mrs Eleanor Towle, to whom we owe this
quotation (I cannot fmd it in the other works), supposed them to be the cottages [2-6 Church Lane]:
'It is strange, after all the years that have gone by, to walk down the lane between the churchyard and
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these five houses; stranger still to walk through the yard and up the narrow stairs to what was originally
the Community room
By the time of the 1861 census the Sisters and orphans occupied the whole block 73-77 High
Street (but not the cottages), where they stayed until the purpose-built convent was ready. I can find
nothing to corroborate Mrs Towle's conclusion. More likely, the 'five houses' were, or included, 1
Church Lane and 73-77 High Street.
REFERENCES: J.M.N. = John Mason Neale; Letters = Letters of J.M Neale, edited by his daughter [Mary Sackville
Lawson] (1910); Miriam = Sr Miriam, S.S.M., J.MN., a memoir (1887-95), a series of articles from St Margaret's
Magazine, bound in one volume unrepaginated. I have followed the pagination created by Dr Lough, which he explains on
p.1 of or his Influence of.J.MN.; Towle = J.MN., a memoir (1907)

'Letters, pp.270f. 2 Letters, p.275 3 Letters, p.278
Neale to Rev. W. Russell, Sept. 1856 (Miriam, p. 19d)
Miriam, p. 125d, 21 Of.d 6 among the College mss now in West Sussex Record Office 7 Miriam, pp.21 Of.d; authorship
revealed in her Recollections of St Saviour's priory [Haggerston, where she became Mother Kate] (1903) 8 Towle, p.301
§ To avoid increasing the length of this article, a good deal of the context has been taken for granted.
For better understanding, readers are referred to any of the books about Neale or the Sisterhood or the
summaries in the published histories of the town.
FIGURES FROM THE PAST (Bulletin 113, p.16)

Editor

Mr Robin Streatfield has kindly amplified his information about the equestrian Miss Heasman.
One of the family whose pre-war residence was Southwick House (later the library, now replaced by
flats) she lived at its former stables in Lingfield Road, where the Methodist manse now stands. In the
1953 local directory it is named - Southwick Cottage - and its occupant, Eliza D. Heasman. He adds
that the men in F.W. Honour's builders' yard adjoining the field where she kept the horse considered
her swearing outranked any of their utterances. On reflection, I doubt if she asked me to hold her horse,
more likely to keep watch after she had tethered it.
A photograph of a mounted, more ladylike, woman in David Gould's East Grinstead (1995,
p.99) is captioned, as stated by the late Ken Nutt, 'Mrs Wigney of Southwick House, London Road, on
Mist in the stable yard of Nutt Bros the early 1920s. When riding she would lash out with her whip at
anyone who got in her way.' Assuming 'Wigney' to be a rare lapse of memory (or nickname?), the
rider must be Mrs Heasman, and the lashing out a family trait, or there is confusion with Miss Eliza.
In 2002 Mrs Felix Parkinson spoke of a Miss Lindsey-Smith, who went about in all weathers in
shorts, made to order at Johnson's in the High Street, and sandals. Going up to communicate at the
Roman Catholic church she would elbow her way through the queue. She would thump the rooves of
cars with her stick when on her horse, but Mr Streatfield says she was not a horsewoman. He recalls
that she lived in Sandy Lane. I have not found her in any directories. Can anyone tell us more?
RE-INVIGORATION? We have heard so much for so long about empty shops in this town that it

was a pleasant shock, while walking up London Road on 20 July this year, to see five shops being fitted
out for re-opening, nos 27, 50, 51, 52 and 56. In the previous week no.65 came back into use after
seeming abandoned for many years. M.J.L.
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THE PEARLESSES OF PEARLESS DE ROUGEMONT

Editor

In response to the article on the now closed firm of solicitors Pearless de Rougemont in our last
Bulletin, Mr Peter de Rougemont of Alderney, a subscriber, has kindly sent a copy of the 'family group
sheet' with permission to use it in our pages. As tabulated and summarised information it is not in the
ideal form for reproduction as it stands, so I have cast into continuous prose the relevant details of those
of the family who were involved in the life of the town. At appropriate points I have interspersed other
details, indicating my sources in end-notes in the usual way.
William Pearless, the founder, was born at Cowden on 10 September 1808, died at the Hermitage on
26 August 1875, and was buried in the Queens Road cemetery. In 1841 he was living at the Hermitage
with his wife and their two eldest sons. In 1851 he was still there, now with six children, his wife and
her young sister, and also a governess, a nurse, a cook, a needlewoman, a groom and a clerk. He had
purchased the manor of Sheffield Grinsted in c. 1845 and, later, that of Ashurst or Waihill; he was also
lord of the manor of Brambletye. In 1866 he sold the town the site of the new cemetery, and in c.1874
the site of the old courthouse for a Public Hall. In the 1873 return of owners of land he held 113 acres.
He was a close friend of Dr John Epps (1805-69), homoeopathic physician, writer and social reformer.
On 30 August 1875 Thomas Cramp wrote in his diary 'Mr Pearless was buried today. There was a
marked absence of the too frequent funeral trappings, no hat-bands, no scarves, no feathers, no mutes,
no coaches, mourners walking behind an unadorned hearse.' In his will, dated 30 October 1874, he
made provision for his younger sons Walter Relf and Edward Montague to continue their professional
education.

It was his purchase of land for a house at Ashurst Wood in 1846, handled by Mr Pearless as
both solicitor and lord of the manor, that led to Epps's friendship with one 'for whom he ever
after retained a sincere attachment'.' William Pearless hosted the meeting that set up the
Scientific and Literary Institution in 1843. He served as its president until its dissolution in
18472, as joint-secretary of the East Grinstead Railway Company, with an annual honorarium of
£12.10s., from its formation in 1853 to its purchase by the Brighton Company in 1865, and as
first chairman of the Gas and Water Company, founded in 1855. 'Mr Pearless was highly
respected', recalled Edward Steer, 'and frequently called upon to preside at social gatherings.
He was once prevailed upon to take the chair at a temperance meeting in the old County Court
room, and either the speaker was prosy or the chairman was run down, but certain it was that he
went to sleep. At the close a vote of thanks was proposed for his presiding, and on being
awakened he said, to the great amusement of the audience, "Thank you, ladies and gentlemen,
for drinking my good health". Perhaps he had been dreaming about some prior convivial gathering, for he was a very abstemious man.
' 4

Pearless and Head was formed in the 1840s by William Pearless and William Alston Head, son of the
East Grinstead banker John Head. They had qualified in 1830 and 1829 respectively and had both
forthwith begun practising here. In c. 1860 they went into partnership separately with their eldest sons,
William Austen Pearless (qualified 1858) and William Alston Head junior (1859). Later William
Pearless was joined by his younger sons James Richardson Pearless LL.B. and Richard Wilson Pearless
(qualified 1862 and 69) and the firm became Pearless & Sons. W.A. Head was joined in W.A. Head &
Sons by his younger son Evelyn Alston Head (1874) who in 1883 married William Pearless's daughter
Edith. Charles Glennie de Rougemont, who had married Reginald Pearless's daughter Kathleen in
1902, qualified and joined the partnership in 1906, which then became Pearless, Sons & de Rougemont.
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Mary Ann(e) Richardson was born at Speldhurst on 27 April 1816 and married William Pearless on
18 February 1837. After his death she moved to St Agnes, Moat Road (later renamed Northleigh),
living there with some of their children until 1887. In the 1891 census she was with James and Isabella
at 83 High Street where she died on 4 April 1897 (by which time the house was known as Sackville
Cottage). She was buried in Queens Road cemetery.
William Austen Pearless was born in East Grinstead on 1 November 1837, married Louisa Elizabeth
Evershed in Brighton on 16 July 1863, and died at Uplands in Ship Street on 28 June 1885, followed by
burial in Queens Road cemetery. He qualified as a solicitor in 1858. From 1863-66 and again from
1871 to his death he commanded the East Grinstead Company of the Sussex Rifle Volunteers with the
rank of Captain until 1881, when he was made an honorary Major. He had no children but he adopted
Sidney Pearless the younger son of his deceased brother Charles and provided for him in his will, made
on 5 May 1884. Sidney and his brother Charles were living at Uplands in 1881.
It seems to have been William Austen Pearless who took the lead in the family's tercentenary
commemoration of the East Grinstead martyrs in 1856, as recounted on p.16 below. 'As a boy I
heard much of [his] popularity among the local Volunteers', wrote A.S. Bridgland [appreciation
shown by their presenting a sword to him on his promotion to major 5]. 'I remember', he
continued, 'a sports gathering at East Grinstead in which young Mr Pearless [Sidney or
Charles?] took part. He was on vacation from either one of the universities or a public school I forget which. However that may be, the young man won the long jump. By no means tall, I
recall his sturdy legs and especially the rounded calves - which had much to do with his prowess
as a jumper.
' 6

James Richardson Pearless was born in East Grinstead in 1839. He received the Law Society's
Clifford's Inn prize in 1861, having served his clerkship with his father, and qualified in 1862, LL.B.
From 1864-91 he held a commission in the East Grinstead Company of the Sussex Rifle Volunteers and
received the Volunteer Officer's Decoration in 1892. Unmarried, he was living at home at the
Hermitage in 1867 and described in the 1874 electoral register as owning a share in a freehold house in
Middle Row with his brothers. In the 1881. census he was living with his mother and his sisters Isabella
and Edith at Northleigh, Moat Road. In the 1891 census, he, his mother and Isabella were at 83 High
Street (Edith having married in 1883). Kelly's directory for 1899 gives the address as Sackville
Cottage, where he and Isabel were still residing in the 1901 census and he died, intestate, on 19
September 1917.
In February 1890 his thirty years connection with the Volunteers was marked by a presentation,
eight years after his pupils in the first class of the parish church Sunday school had given him a
picture of himself and he had given them a supper for the third year running. 7 A.S. Bridgiand,
a Volunteer himself in his young days, reckoned him 'as staunch a Volunteer as existed, but
troubled with deafness' 8
John Richardson Pearless was born in East Grinstead in the first quarter of 1844. In the 1861 census
he was listed at home with his parents and siblings and also, as a law student, boarding at 9 High Street,
Tonbridge. In the 1874 electoral register he was recorded as owning a share in The Rocks, a freehold
house in East Grinstead.
Reginald Wilson Pearless was born in East Grinstead on 14 April 1846 and qualified as a solicitor in
1869. He lived here until marrying Alice Nisbet on 5 September 1877 in Bromley, where they lived for
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at least four years. By 1886, having become a partner in Pearless & Sons, he had moved to Green
Hedges in this town, where he died in 1911 and his widow remained until the house was sold in 1919
but lived on until 1941. He was commissioned in the East Grinstead Company of the Sussex Rifle
Volunteers from 1885-87.
At some point he graduated LL.B. and in 1906 subscribed for a copy of W.H. Hills's, History of
East Grinstead. 9
Nugent Septimus Fearless, born here in the second quarter of 1850, was a solicitor's managing clerk
in Langport, Somerset, in 1881 and a solicitor in East Grinstead in 1884, but by the time he married in
1886 in Tiverton he was a fishmonger. No Pearlesses signed the register as witnesses. In 1905 his
brother Reginald left him a small legacy. He died at Tiverton in 1926.
William's other children, all born here, did not become lawyers and, seem to have played no
part in the life of this town. For the record, they were
Un-named born 1840, died of convulsions aged 13 hours.
Charles Durrant Fearless born 1842, medical doctor at Sevenoaks, but owned share in freehold house
in Middle Row in 1874, in which year he died of diphtheria and was buried in Queens Road cemetery.
Nameless twins born 1847, died same year.
Alice Maud Mary Pearless born 1851, died 1854.
Isabel Marian Fearless born 1852, unmarried, died 1923
Walter Relf Fearless born 1854, surgeon in Australia and New Zealand, died 1924
Edith Catherine Pearless born 1856, married Evelyn Alston Head 1883, died after 1923
Edward Montague Pearless born 1858, Colonial Office surgeon in British Guiana, died there 1883
REFERENCES (E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.O. = E.G. Observer): 'Diaiy of the late John Epps M.D. (ed. Mrs Epps),
p.440 2 Descriptive account of the Jubilee Memorial Institute (1887), pp.3f. 3 W.H. Hills, History of E.G. (1906),
pp.] 63, 268 "Reminiscences serialised in E.G. 0., 1899 5 par. mag., March 1882 6 'Memories of a native', no.24,
EGO., 1942 7 par. mag., April 1890, April 1882 8 as note 6, no.43, 1942 9 as note 3, p. 279

THE PORTRAIT IN THE HALL, mentioned in the last Bulletin: Mr Bernard Harrison has kindly
informed us he has never seen this picture, or even been into the building, nor ever heard of George
Bankin. Ed.

THE CHURCHYARD WALL: Rebuilding of the west wall, begun in late April this year, revealed it
as a skin on an earlier brick wall and rougher stone plinth, behind which the soil was so compacted and
bound by slender roots that there seemed little risk of its tumbling out provided it was speedily covered
again. Work proceeded in stages from south to north, re-using the bricks taken down to achieve almost
exactly the previous appearance. At the northern end the wall behind was replaced by breeze blocks.
So far as I know, there were no finds or features of archaeological interest. M.J.L.
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THE PEARLESSES' COMMEMORATION OF THE MARTYRS

M.J. Leppard

Our parish records in West Sussex Record office include a crumpled sheet of parchment headed
The Martyrdom of Thomas Dungate John Foreman and Mother Tree.' Quoting from a county
history what Foxe's Book of martyrs says of them, and enjoining 'Whose faith follow', it continues
Jesus Christ the same yesterday and for ever July 18 'b 1856. Anno Reg: Victoria xxth. We have planted
the Tree beneath which this Parchment is buried in commemoration of the above mentioned martyrdom
which took place three hundred years ago from this day.
The Hermitage
East Grinstead

[signed] William Austen Pearless

James Richardson Pearless
Charles Durrant Pearless
Reginald Wilson Pearless
William Pearless Attorney at Law [in a very shaky hand]
Mary Anne Pearless
John R. Pearless

There may be an element of local pride in this act. It clearly indicates Protestant convictions, or
at least sympathies, possibly accounting for the fact that none of the children was baptised at the parish
church (and perhaps also the lack of names for those dieing atbirth). William Pearless's funeral took
place there, however, and, as shown in the preceding article, James Richardson Pearless was certainly
actively involved in its work - none of which need mean abandonment of Protestant views any more
than the wording of the document need rule out attachment to the Church of England. Of wider
significance, this is the earliest known East Grinstead evidence for the 'cult of the Sussex martyrs' that
seems to have originated from the publication in 1851 of-M.A. Lower's The Sussex martyrs in reaction
to the creation of Roman Catholic territorial dioceses in England in 1850.2 I have not discovered if the
Pearlesses played any part in contemporary local agitation about this 'papal aggression', nor if they took
sides in the by then well established and passionate controversies around the Revs Christopher Nevill
and J.M. Neale.
AN EXTREMELY RARE BOOK: The disputes surrounding J.M. Neale' eligibility to be Warden of
Sackville College and his performance of his duties drove-both sides to seek evidence of the original
obligations and the extent of their observance in the past. Neale turned his findings to account by
publishing in 1853 in a booklet, A history of Sackville College. 3 The whereabouts of only four copies
are known: the British Library, Bodleian Library, Brighton Public Library (?now in the Keep) and the
Charity Commissioners. A volume of pamphlets in the parish church containing a copy disappeared.
Sackville College has only a photocopy. Can readers locate any others or acquire one for the College?

GET A NAME, SOLVE A PROBLEM?: Mid Sussex District Council has acceded to Ashurst Wood
Parish Council's request to name the track running from Hamrnerwood Road past the forge to Wall Hill
Road Forge Twitten. The intention, reported the East Grinstead Courier (15 July 2015), is to stop
satellite navigation systems directing drivers along it. Much will surely depend, though, on how widely
the definition of twitten is understood. The thoroughfare deserves recognition; it is part of a prehistoric
route that continues steeply downhill to Brambletye, now a path, while vehicles follow Wall Hill Road
PAR 348/7/9 2 cf. A.S. Gratwick and Christopher Whittick, 'The Losely list of "Sussex martyrs", Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol. 133 (1995), p.225
J.M. Neale, A history ofSackville College (Joseph Masters, London; Clifford,
Tunbridge Wells; King, Brighton; Palmer, East Grinstead; price one shilling) [undated; 1853 in British Library catalogue]
1
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WORLD REFUGEE YEAR

M.J. Leppard

The refugee crises that have dominated so much of this year's news have reminded me of the
time when East Grinstead took in a refugee family from Yugoslavia in 1960, World Refugee Year. A
local appeal committee was set up to buy and equip a house for them, donations of money and in kind
were called for, and fund-raising events organised. The highlight was a ball at the Whitehall on 5
February, with an appearance by the comedian Dickie Henderson. No. 70 Stockwell Road was secured
ready for their arrival in March.
'We are only living for the day when we leave here to travel to England', wrote Mr Ndoc Stajka,
a 41 -year old former underground fighter, who would be accompanied by his sick wife and their four
children. 'The family speak little English', reported the East Grinstead Observer, 'but among other
languages are fluent are fluent in Italian and German. Mr Stajka was a university student in philosophy
after which he became an Army officer, a mountain fighter against the Germans and then a political
prisoner in Yugoslavia.'
I remember that I gave them for their children the little wheelbarrow my grandfather, a joiner,
had made for me when I was a small boy, but I have no memory or record of what happened after their
arrival. For the first two paragraphs I have relied on the Observers of 29 January and 30 March 1960.
It will be good if readers can fill out the story before the family disappears from living memory.

FOR THE RECORD
THE HIGH STREET WAR MEMORIAL has now been listed, thanks to our initiative and support
from the Town Council, its owner. The grounds for its grade II listing are:
• Historic interest: as an eloquent witness to the tragic impact- of world events on the community, and
the sacrifices it made in the conflicts of the twentieth century;
• Design/aesthetic interest: as a well-designed and intact memorial of local materials in its original
design and location by the celebrated sculptor Ernest G. Gillick;
• Group value: for its aesthetic relationship with the other grade JJ* and grade II listed buildings
which stand along the High Street
The ratification, on 17 June, stated 'This is a good quality war memorial with additional interest given
the later slab commemorating Private Sidney Godley, the first non-commissioned officer to be awarded
the Victoria Cross.'
HAZELDEN FARMHOUSE: Following realisation that the present house postdates construction of
the railway to Lewes (Bulletin 111, p.9) our Society is now asking for it to be de-listed.
THE EAST SUSSEX COUNTY ARCHIVIST'S REPORT FOR 2012-14 includes title deeds of
unspecified properties in Brighton and East Grinstead (accession 11300).
ENQUIRIES: The Editor is always pleased to try to answer requests related to matter in the Bulletin
or other aspects of the history of East Grinstead, but not on the telephone. Please write to the postal
address on the front of this issue, stating clearly what is required and enclosing a stamped, addressed
envelope. If unable to supply what is needed himself, he will suggest possible alternative sources.
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BUS SERVICE 435

David Gould

During the 1960s the London Transport Board, provider of most of East Grinstead's bus
services, could not be said to have been an expanding organisation. No new routes serving the town
had been introduced since 1952 and, while no existing routes had been withdrawn, their frequency had
in many cases been reduced.
There was some surprise, therefore, when in May 1964 the Board wrote to East Grinstead Urban
District Council giving plans for an experimental bus service for the newly-completed Imberhome
Estate. Running from King Street (the so-called 'Bus Station') the route would serve Park Road, then
Crossways Avenue, Garden Wood Road and Heathcote Drive as a one-way loop, thence returning via
Park Road to King Street.
This proposal bore no relation to one that the council had supported in October 1963: what was
wanted, said the chairman (Councillor J. Pat Connor), was a service via Imberhorne Lane and West
Street to benefit 'outlying properties and the end of the estate furthest from town'. Actually, if London
Transport felt like introducing a bus service it could do so without reference to the urban council, who
had no powers to prevent it.
In June a ballot of householders on Imberhorne and Halsford Park estates was held, every
household receiving a form. Of the 401 residents who voted - and only one vote per house was
allowed, regardless of the number of occupants - only 161 wanted a bus service and 220 did not.
Unless there was an error in the newspaper report and '161' should have read '181', it seems that 20
people expressed no preference. There was some very strong feeling against buses from people who
had moved to East Grinstead from London to get away from them.
The route, to be numbered 435, was due to start on Wednesday 15 July 1964 but did not do so,
perhaps because L.T. was taken aback by residents' hostility - euphemistically described as 'cleavage in
local opinion'. Cr Connor accused L.T., who had suggested the service in the first place, of not having
the courage of its convictions.
By late September driver-training over the route was reported, but the council had decided to
object to the service because so many residents had said they did not require it. However, by using his
casting vote to go against the majority view of councillors, Connor ensured that the council would have
to support a trial service.
At a public inquiry held in London on 3 November the Metropolitan Traffic Commissioner,
D.I.R. Muir, granted the board's application for a licence to run route 435. He stated that he had
received 34 letters from residents urging the introduction of this service.
Route 435 was inaugurated on Wednesday 9 December 1964. Running on weekdays only, it
served all the roads planned back in May, including London Road and the fire station in both directions
- and therefore not serving the railway station at all. There was a flat fare of 4d.; the route was only
about 1 '/4 miles long from the High Street to Garden Wood Road. Fixed stops were erected at
Crossways Avenue playing field, in Garden Wood Road at Campbell Crescent and at Heathcote Drive,
and in Heathcote Drive at Linden Avenue.
Departures from King Street were as follows: 7.15 SX (from Garland Road bus garage), 8.04, 9.46
SX, 9.51 SO, 11.06, 11.45, 12.45, 13.45, 14.45, 15.45 SO, 16.45, 17.32 and 18.31 5X. Journey time
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from High Street to the mid-point of the clockwise loop was about 7 or 8 minutes.
The newspaper report stated that service 435 was worked partly by 39-seat single-deck one-man
operated buses and partly by crew-operated double or single-deck vehicles. Clearly no special vehicle
was allocated, and indeed the whole object of the exercise was to operate this new route without
needing an additional vehicle. It was in fact using various buses that would otherwise have been
standing idle between their peak-hour duties on other routes. At that time the only crew-operated
single-deck vehicles were the coaches used on Green Line route 708, and my guess is that the 7.15
journey to King Street formed its 7.30 coach to Hemel Hempstead and the 8.04 trip its 8.30 service.
Certainly by 1970 the 9.46 journey on route 435 was using a double-deck bus off the 9.03 Dormans
Land to King Street (route 428). Journeys during the middle of the day seem to have used a bus that
ran morning and afternoon peak trips on route 434 (Crawley - East (3rinstead). Since no bus could be
spared during the heavy afternoon school period there could be no 15.45 journey on Mondays - Fridays.
About August 1965 one of the stops in Garden Wood Road was moved to an island in the
Crossways Avenue/Garden Wood Road junction, despite protests from residents and the council. In
November that year the Traffic Commissioners gave formal approval; for the continuance of route 435,
meaning it was no longer 'experimental'. For no very clear reason L.T. announced that the 12.45
journey would run 15 minutes later, Saturdays excepted. Those who felt the route would be more
useful if it ran via the railway station were told that, owing to the low bridge at the bottom of Station
Road, only single-deck buses could have been used and L.T. wanted the flexibility of employing
double-decks when necessary.
By 1968 there was now an 8.45 journey, using a bus off route 438A from Three Bridges, while a
new 15.40 trip formed a 438A to Three Bridges at 16.02, both crew-operated. By 1970 the 16.45 had
been retimed to 16.51 so it could be worked by a bus that had left Copthorne at 16.28.
Now under the auspices of London Country Bus Services Ltd (a National Bus Co. subsidiary),
route 435 was revised on 7 July 1973 and no longer served Park Road. Instead it ran down Railway
Approach, then Brooklands Way, Garden Wood Road, Heathcote Drive, taking a sharp right-hand turn
into Crossways Avenue, and returning via Garden Wood Road, Brooldands Way and Railway
Approach. Doubtless it-was felt necessary to serve the newly-built Garden Wood Estate, but Heathcote
Drive residents now had a most indirect journey into town.
As an individual route, service 435 vanished on 27 January 1979, its roads being covered by
alterations to other routes. The old days of stability, with seemingly unchanging and long-lived bus
services, were now well and truly over.
§ Compiled almost entirely from issues of the East Grinstead Observer, especially 29 May, 19 June, 11 Sept., 2
Oct., 20 Nov. and 11 Dec. 1964, 17 Sept. and 5 Nov. 1965, and 5 July 1973.
* SX = Saturdays excepted, SO = Saturdays only. At the start of the period covered, Park Road and London
Road were two-way, Station Road ran under the high-level platforms, and Garden Wood Road had not been
extended under the viaduct.

PERSONAL COMMENT: I see it as to Cr Connor's credit that he defied the will of the snobbish
majority in the interests of the probably needier minority, reflecting both his membership of the Labour
party and his staunch Roman Catholicism. M.J.L.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
lain W. Tidey, SIDNEY FRANK GODLEY, V. C. (privately published, 2015)
A review by Benjamin Bartlett
As lain W. Tidey says on the cover of his brief introduction to Sidney Frank Godley, this was
the first private soldier to be awarded the Victoria Cross in World War I. Private Godley is a wellknown soldier in East Grinstead's history. Thus lain Tidey has put together a small book from a simple
handout that the gave out to give more information at events.
With the hundredth anniversary of World War I upon us and the inevitable library of books
seeking to revise its historiography, Tidey's book seeks to give a more detailed life of Private Godley
and is not meant to delve into the historiography surrounding the battle of Nimy Bridge. It is mostly
written for an audience who may have little or no knowledge of Godley. The book gives a good overview of his life in East Grinstead as well as his service history and the history behind his being accepted
for the Victoria Cross. It has a lot of primary source material [and copious illustrations] that help
showcase this extraordinary soldier's life. Worthy of particular comment is the note by Lieutenant
Steele recommending Private Godley for the V.C.
However, with recent historiography Godley's actions are being put into question. Max
Hastings in his tour-de-force of the opening stages of World War I, Catastrophe, highlights what
sceptics have argued about Godley's defence of Nimy Bridge. They 'have cast doubt as to the reality of
his action pointing out that no German account mentions having encountered such resistance; they
suggest the feats of Dease and Godley were chiefly attested by the latter, while high command was
eager to identify plausible heroes'.* A leading point of any new historiographic piece could be research
into German accounts of the battle. This could bring significant new findings into understanding
Godley's actions on 23 August 1914.
It is best to describe this book as a sound basis for any work that the author may want to do in
regard to a more detailed and historiographically-led piece in the future. lain Tidey clearly has access
to a number of primary sources from which to illustrate Private Godley's life, and a critical assessment
could help expand the judgement made by Max Hastings on his Victoria Cross.
* Max Hastings, Catastrophe (2013), p. 212
We can be proud that Benjamin Bartlett's first appearances in print were in our Bulletin (and its then
contemporary East Grinstead Museum Compass) while still a 16 year-old pupil at Imberhorne School,

the first step to a B.A. in History at the University of Christ Church in Canterbury and then an M.A. in
Military History at the University of Kent. He now works as an administrator at the Horder Centre in
Crowborough. Ed.

FELBRIDGE AND DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP HANDOUT 123, HIGH GROVE COTTAGES
(July 2015) is a thorough discussion of the site, west of Hazelden crossroads, and successive structures
from the earliest map evidence in 1776 to the present day, with relevant map extracts at the appropriate
points, followed by detailed accounts of the successive residents from documents and recorded
memories, the latter in a bewildering variety of type-faces. The comprehensive coverage (apart from
non-use of the Dixon's and 1923 directories) can be confidently recommended to researchers. M.J.L.
Whose Bulletin have you been reading? For details of how to be sure of your own copy, see foot of p.2

